
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I was unlucky _________ to agree to correct the proofs with him, and over
every paragraph there's a fight.
1. enough

His love of country is _________ surely established.2. too

It was thick _________ to prevent them from using the canoe, but too thin
to bear their weight, and they now saw that they were prisoners upon the
island!

3. enough

You're _________ tired to sleep?4. too

I felt _________ badly to go into a passion.5. too

The dose was _________ strong for them to swallow.6. too

You're _________ good for a dough-boy.7. too

Thereafter the camping trip was pleasant _________.8. enough

It is singular _________ that the plague was foretold a year before it broke
out.
9. enough

He only tarried long _________ to set his pipe to smoking.10. enough

Her attire was well _________, though worn awkwardly, and as if its
owner were not exactly at ease in it.
11. enough

I'm _________ stupid and awkward for the country.12. too

Toby was wide _________ awake now, as this rather singular problem
was forced upon his mind.
13. enough

She felt _________ unhappy to be civil to anyone.14. too

His home had always been _________ clean and pleasant.15. too

He was _________ happy to analyze his wonderful transition.16. too
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It was easy _________, and consisted merely in the hunter standing upon
his hands and head, and kicking his heels in the air!
17. enough

Otherwise they were _________ heavy for a distant migration.18. too

He had had quite _________ of it for a lifetime, and the
catch-contradictions of the household now made him shudder.
19. enough

Simon laughed awkwardly _________, but made none of the negative
protestations usual on such occasions.
20. enough
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